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A small selection of phrasal verb conversation questions for your students to practice.
Discussion questions are a great way to internalize language. pull off / pull through
“Congratulations on finishing the marathon!” “Thanks! I can’t believe I pulled it off. “Did you
find it difficult?” “My legs started hurting during the last five miles – but all the people
cheering us on definitely helped me pull through the pain and reach the finish line.”. pull off
(an accomplishment) = To succeed in doing something despite.
In this conversation lesson, students are introduced to some phrasal verbs for business.
Students then participate in a small group discussion which requires them to use some
common phrasal verbs. Introduce phrasal verbs to your students and then have students do the
conversation questions. Phrasal Verbs in Conversation Lesson List Lesson 1 – Phrasal Verbs
for Romantic Relationships Listen to a conversation between Emily and Sarah about their love
lives, and learn 16 phrasal verbs about romantic relationships. 36 English Phrasal Verbs for
Conversation English phrasal verbs aren’t the most popular topic among students as each
phrase has many different bongodogdesigns.com change a preposition, and you’ll get an
entirely new meaning of the words.
Phrasal verbs are used just like verbs—anywhere they make sense! Usually, the verb and
preposition in a phrasal verb need to be said together, like in the phrase “fall down.” In some
cases, though, you can separate the verb and the preposition by putting other words in between
them.
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